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ABSTRACT
Low Energy Photonic Therapy (LEPT) is a new non-drug, non-invasive treatment modality for acute trauma
and wound healing acceleration that utilizes monochromatic light. Various monochromatic optical sources
(lasers, laser diodes and light emitting diodes) are used for LEPT. LEPT can be applied immediately after
trauma. LEPT is administered with a short-term goal to achieve fast resolution of symptoms (pain, swelling,
and inflammation) and function improvement. In a long run LEPT is expected to result in faster quality
healing and function recovery (after trauma or surgery). A number of clinical studies on LEPT efficacy for
wound healing, pain relief, and musculoskeletal conditions were performed using LEP2000 multi-modality
therapeutic system for LEPT (IMI Inc., Toronto).
A large body of cellular and animal studies suggests that monochromatic light can activate phenomena vital
for body healing. The effects induced by monochromatic light in cells could be of substantial magnitude, e.g.,
a 1.9-fold increase in cellular ATP or 3-fold increase in percentage of dividing fibroblasts and keratinocytes.
Animal (rat, porcine) models confirm substantial (by 25-70%) acceleration of wound healing by LEPT. In a
porcine wound model we discovered immunomodulation phenomena that resulted in faster resolution of
systemic inflammation and wound healing in wounded (140 wounds) animal treated by LEPT. Animal studies
Paper presented at the RTO HFM Symposium on “Combat Casualty Care in Ground Based Tactical
Situations: Trauma Technology and Emergency Medical Procedures”, held in St. Pete Beach,
USA, 16-18 August 2004, and published in RTO-MP-HFM-109.
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Trauma Induced Pain and Wound Management in
Emergency Environment by Low Energy Photonic Therapy
demonstrating acceleration and improved quality of healing by LEPT in various tissues (skin, muscles,
tendons, bones, and nerves) will be presented. Recovery of median nerve function with LEPT as measured by
nerve conduction test was demonstrated in a clinical trial in patients with carpal tunnel syndrome. Double
blind study (DBS) on LEPT for chronic wounds confirmed 3.4-fold acceleration of wound healing in the
LEPT-treated group. Another controlled clinical trial confirmed 1.79-fold acceleration of wound healing in
LEPT-treated group that was accompanied by substantial pain relief.
Two double blind clinical studies and a number of open protocol studies demonstrated fast and substantial (by
30-100%) pain relief using LEPT. In a recent DBS involving 72 subjects with post-traumatic pain around
joints LEPT resulted in a 4-fold greater pain relief as compared to therapeutic ultrasound. Anecdotal clinical
evidence suggests that if LEPT is applied within 4 hours after injury, the recovery is extremely fast for injuries
of ISS<9. If LEPT is applied within 72 hours after injury, a 2-3-fold acceleration in recovery is possible. No
adverse effects were reported from using LEPT.
LEPT could be self administered by injured personnel. A portable device for LEPT delivery in a field
environment is described. Visual materials of fast healing with LEPT will be presented. In summary,
presented data suggest that LEPT induces fast pain relief, function and mobility improvement in operational
environment after injuries of ISS<9, and accelerated quality rehabilitation to bring the soldier back to duties
after injury.
Part of the research presented in this paper was supported by the Department of National Defence of Canada
(DIR Program), National Research Council of Canada, and Defence & Civil Institute of Environmental
Medicine of Canada.

1. BASIC CONCEPTS AND ADVANTAGES OF LOW ENERGY PHOTONIC
THERAPY FOR ACUTE TRAUMA
1.1 State Of The Art In Pain And Acute Trauma Management
Despite recent breakthrough in basic research in medicine, there are no effective treatments for
musculoskeletal pain available. The conclusion of a recent review on pharmacological pain treatment for
musculoskeletal disorders was that “the effectiveness of currently available drugs in the treatment of
musculoskeletal pain conditions is disappointing”.1
Authors of a recent review on the efficacy of current non-pharmacological treatments for
musculoskeletal pain (ultrasound, electrotherapy, acupuncture, etc.) made a conclusion: “There seems to be
evidence from basic science research to suggest that many of the therapies could have potentially therapeutic
effects. However, there appears to be limited high-quality evidence from randomised clinical trials to support
the therapeutic effectiveness of these therapies2”.
A group of “Quebec Task Force on Whiplash” analysed over 10,000 abstracts and articles in an
attempt to identify effective treatment/s for acute whiplash injury3. They did not find conclusive evidence in
clinical trials that would support the efficacy of current treatment modalities for acute whiplash injury, except
exercises and mobilization.
Current paradigm of treatment for acute injury comprises passive modalities: rest, icing, elevation,
and compression (RICE). There is no other effective conventional therapy currently available within the first
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24-48 hours after trauma. As a result, the “golden hour” for the treatment is missed, an injured tissue condition
rapidly deteriorates and recovery takes a long time.

1.2 What Is Low Energy Photonic Therapy? Integrated Clinical Protocols Of LEPT
Low Energy Photonic Therapy (LEPT) is a new non-invasive multi-facet modality for pain relief and
soft tissue healing acceleration that involves the irradiation of tissue with monochromatic light at intensities
that do not cause thermal changes or ionisation in tissues. Low-energy photons (LEPs) are quanta of
monochromatic electromagnetic waves in the visible (400-700nm) and near-infrared (700-1100nm) ranges of
wavelengths. Unlike high-energy photons (ultraviolet or X-Ray), LEPs have much less (< 2ev) energy than
needed to break chemical bonds or ionise biomolecules. Different monochromatic optical sources (lasers,
laser diodes and light emitting diodes) can be used for LEPT depending on the particular application4,5,6,7,8,9,10.
Low Energy (Low Level) Laser Therapy is a subset of LEPT.
For a medicine to be effective an appropriate dose must be administered. This also applies to physical
modalities but is often ignored to the detriment of patient response and the validity of clinical trials. As a
result of basic and clinical research supported by the Canadian Government, Drs. Norman and Natasha
Salansky discovered11,12 that:
•

Specific sets of optical parameters of low energy photons are required to produce significant
improvement for various soft tissue pathologies (e.g., ischemia, swelling, acute, sub-acute or chronic
inflammation). These sets of optical parameters include specific wavelength and bandwidth,
modulation frequency, pulse duration and duty cycle, optical fluence and fluence rate, and threedimensional photon distribution within the tissue. These sets of optical parameters are called
“therapeutic optical windows” (TOW).

•

To achieve substantial acceleration of healing for particular medical condition (e.g., acute trauma,
tendonitis) it is required to combine several specific sets of optical parameters (TOWs) that work in
synergy to produce maximum therapeutic effect. Combined therapy is provided by the integrated
clinical protocols of LEPT.

The above concepts, the knowledge of “therapeutic optical windows” and integrated clinical protocols have
been implemented in the medical device LEP2000 Multi-Modality Therapeutic System (IMI Inc., Toronto) for
LEPT. A portable field unit with similar efficacy was developed for the use by the injured person. The field
unit is small (cigarette pack size), light (less than 0.5 pounds), simple to use (a push button to activate
requested optical protocols) and is battery operated. The unit is built using surface mount technology and it
has demonstrated same level of efficacy for a specific application as the office unit.
LEP2000 Multi-Modality Therapeutic System has been used in all our basic and clinical research
presented in this paper.

1.3 Basic Concepts In Pain Research. Innovation And Advantages Of Drs. Salansky’s
Integrated LEPT Protocol For Acute Trauma
There are multiple pathologies that contribute to pain, soft tissue pathology, and function impairment
after trauma (e.g., cell ischemia). The following basic approaches to the treatment of pain could be
considered:
1. To attenuate or abolish transmission and/or reception of pain signal
2. To improve soft tissue pathologies that cause pain and accelerate tissue healing
3. A combination of 1 & 2.

RTO-MP-HFM-109
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The vast majority of current research on new therapies for pain relief is focused around the first
approach in attempts to induce inhibitory control over pain transmission or pain receptors. However, despite
the explosion of new knowledge in pain processing and in molecular background for neuroplasticity, this
progress has unfortunately not resulted in a radical improvement of the ability to treat pain.
We use for pain control and soft tissue healing acceleration after acute trauma special integrated
protocol of LEPT (Drs. Salansky’s protocol) that is aimed to improve soft tissue pathologies as well as to
induce a release of pain-relieving biomolecules (a combination of the above approaches 1 & 2, see section
4.4). This protocol of LEPT consists of several specific procedures that are aimed to improve specific soft
tissue pathologies (e.g., reduce cell ischemia, swelling) involved in acute trauma. These treatment procedures
used in sequence one after another and include applications of single and cluster optical probes with required
sets of optical parameters to the injured area.
Clinical research suggests that proposed integrated protocol of LEPT results not only in fast pain
relief after an acute trauma: this protocol also appears to accelerate both inflammatory and repair phases of
soft tissue healing and a functional recovery after an acute trauma. The acceleration of soft tissue healing is
believed to be a direct result of the targeted by LEPT healing mechanisms involved and synergy between
them. Advantages of the proposed integrated LEPT protocol for acute trauma include:
•
•
•
•

It is non-invasive, no side effects, safety is proven.
The treatment procedure is short, comfortable, simple (anybody could be trained to use it) and could
be applied immediately after injury with or without ice.
Uses synergy between several “therapeutic optical windows”. Results in extensive set of therapeutic
effects (pain, swelling, inflammation relief).
Pain relief and function improvement is almost immediate.

This integrated LEPT protocol is hypothesized to produce both antinociceptive effect and, in addition,
acceleration of soft tissue healing and function recovery.

1.4 Early Intervention With LEPT Is Critical. 3-Hour And 72-Hour Time Windows To
Achieve Substantial Acceleration Of Recovery After Acute Trauma
Substantial therapeutic benefits of LEPT can be achieved at any stage (acute, sub-acute, or chronic)
after acute trauma. Drs. Salansky’s integrated clinical protocols are adjusted accordingly to the stage of the
healing process. However, clinical research indicates that early LEPT treatment is critical to achieve
maximum therapeutic benefits, immediate pain relief and fastest function recovery. LEPT could be applied
immediately after trauma in combination with or without ice. Clinical data suggest that there appear to be 2
time “windows” where the most extensive therapeutic benefits are achieved.
The best time window is to administer LEPT within 3 hours after trauma.
If LEPT was administered within 3 hours after trauma, in many cases of Grade 1 sprain/strain injuries
immediate complete resolution of symptoms and function recovery was observed, as the injury has never
happened, and swelling and inflammation did not develop. In most cases of injuries (Grade 2, ISS<9) LEPT
resulted in extremely fast resolution of symptoms.
If LEPT was administered within 72-hour window after trauma (preferably within 24-hours after
trauma) the following results for Grade 1& 2 sprains/strains (ISS<9) were obtained:
• 30-60% pain relief and substantial improvement of function after a single treatment
• 50-100% pain relief and 50-100% function recovery after 2-4 LEPT treatments within 96
hours. In cases of partial tendon tear (Grade 2 sprains), substantial acceleration of symptom
31 - 4
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•

resolution and function recovery was observed, however, the actual tendon healing took
longer as it was tested using diagnostic ultrasound
early LEPT intervention appears to prevent the development of chronic conditions after
injuries.

2. BACKGROUND FOR THE USE OF LEPT IN REHABILITATION MEDICINE.
BASIC RESEARCH (IN VIVO, IN VITRO)
2.1 General Comments On LEPT Mechanisms
A large body of cell culture and animal studies suggests that low energy photons (LEPs) can affect a
broad range of biological processes vital for tissue healing. Unlike allopathic medicine, low energy photons
with appropriate parameters can induce simultaneously a broad range of interconnected and interrelated photo
induced phenomena at different levels of biological structures: cellular, tissue, and systemic. Substantial
scientific evidence has been accumulated that low energy photons with specific parameters can induce
acceleration of healing and improvement of quality of repair in various body tissues:
• Skin
• Muscles
• Nerves
• Connective tissue (tendons and ligaments)
• Bones.
Comprehensive analysis of mechanisms and therapeutic effects of LEPT in various tissues will be presented in
the book “LOW ENERGY PHOTONIC AND LASER THERAPY: basic science, dosimetry, clinical
applications, new developments”13.
As an example, we would like to outline the photo induced healing phenomena that can be observed
in nerve tissue (based primarily on the research1 by S. Rochkind and associates):
• Immediate protective effects which increase the functional activity of the injured peripheral nerve
• Maintenance of functional activity of the injured nerve
• Reduced scar tissue formation at the injured site
• Reduced degeneration in corresponding motor neurons of the spinal cord
• Stimulation of axonal growth and myelinization
• Activation of Schwan cell proliferation
• Enhancement of sprouting of nerve processes.
The effects induced by LEPs in cells could be of substantial magnitude. Below are several examples
of such magnitude effects induced by LEPs in vitro:

1

•

Two to five-fold increases in growth-phase-specific DNA synthesis in normal fibroblasts, muscle
cells, osteoblasts, and mucosal epithelial cells in tissue cultures14

•

A 1.9-fold increase in cellular ATP15. Two to three-fold increase in percentage of dividing fibroblasts
and keratinocytes16

•

Four-fold increase in procollagen production in human skin fibroblast cultures17. Three-fold increase
in keratinocyte motility18

The references can be easily found in appropriate data bases.

RTO-MP-HFM-109
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•

Five-fold increase in IL-8 and 2.3-fold increase in IL-1α and their respective mRNA expressions by
human keratinocytes19

Substantial therapeutic effects or favourable alterations of cellular or tissue processes could be
induced by LEPs only using specific protocols (sets of optical parameters and an appropriate threedimensional (3D) photon distribution within the target tissue). We call them “therapeutic optical windows”. In
the next section we will describe more in depth LEPT phenomena specific for wound healing acceleration.

2.2 Basic Photo Induced Phenomena Vital For Wound Healing
2.2.1

LEPT In Vitro

2.2.1.1 Effects of LEPT on keratinocytes
Keratinocyte motility and proliferation have been found to increase after helium-neon (HeNe) laser
(632.8 nm) irradiation20,21. HeNe laser irradiation (0.5, 1, and 1.5 J/cm2) also has been shown to enhance the
release of IL-1α and IL-8 from cultured human keratinocytes22. Maximum secretion (4.2-fold increase in both
IL-1α and IL-8) of cytokines was observed at 1.5 J/cm2. Significant inhibition of kidney epithelial cell
proliferation by a HeNe laser at much higher doses (12-140 J/cm2) has been reported23.
2.2.1.2 Effects of LEPT on fibroblasts and collagen production
Numerous studies have shown increased fibroblast proliferation, collagen formation after exposure to
laser irradiation24,25,26,27,28,14, while other studies failed to find any alterations29,30.
2.2.1.3 Effects of LEPT on the immunocompetent cells
Bacterium phagocytosis of leukocytes was considerably increased by a pulsed ruby laser (694.3 nm,
pulse duration 1ms) in vitro at an energy density of 0.05 J/cm2 and inhibited at energy densities of (2-4
J/cm2).4 Young demonstrated that macrophages release factors that stimulate fibroblast proliferation in vitro
after exposure to LEPT at wavelengths of 660 nm, 820 nm, and 870 nm31. When stimulating human peripheral
blood monocytes with mitogens after the irradiation with HeNe laser substantial alterations of interleukin-1α,
interleukin-2, tumour necrosis factor-α, and interferon-γ levels in the supernatants of the cultures were
observed32. Significantly increased levels of all cytokines were detected after 30 min of irradiation (18.9
J/cm2), whereas after 60 min of irradiation (37.8 J/cm2) cytokines levels were found significantly decreased.
Yu et al found that LEPs (660nm) enhanced secretion of basic fibroblast transforming growth factor (bFGF)
by cultured fibroblasts33 in a dose dependent manner. Substantial increase (by 180-250%) of both spontaneous
and Candida-induced reactive oxygen species (ROS) release by spleen phagocytes after an exposure to HeNe
laser with energy densities of 10-30 mJ/cm2 was reported by Dr. Karu’s group34. Neutrophil chemotaxis was
substantially depressed by HeNe laser irradiation with energy densities of 1, 2, and 4 J/cm2 35.
2.2.2

LEPT In Vivo. Effects Of LEPT On Healing Of Animal Model Wounds

There is clear evidence that LEPT does modify cellular activity (rate of ATP, DNA, RNA and protein
synthesis, reproduction rate and cell secretion) in vitro, depending on the specific wavelength and optical
parameters, but the current literature paints an indistinct picture of its in vivo effectiveness in wound
healing.36,37,38,39,47,48,49,50 Several studies showed significant increase in tensile strength of laser-treated
wounds40,41,42,27, enhanced leukocyte infiltration and fibroblast proliferation43, epidermal thickening44, dermal
vascularity43, and early epithelialization43,44 after HeNe laser irradiation of wounds in rabbits, rats and guinea
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pigs. Several authors reported acceleration of wound healing in albino rats43 (632.8 nm, 4 J/cm2) and white
mice45 (694.3 nm, 1.4 and 5 J/cm2), and burn healing in white mice (694.3 nm, 1.1 J/cm2)45 after LEPT.
Irradiation with either HeNe laser or non-coherent lamp of the same wavelength accelerated healing of full
thickness wounds in rats, while Argon laser failed to do so46. Although the above early studies in looseskinned animals (mainly rats, mice and rabbits) could show benefit on wound healing after LEPT, there were
conflicting results from other studies that failed to show any significant improvement47,48,49. Unfortunately, the
comparison between the above studies is difficult, since optical parameters used were different. Although
some of them had positive results, their validity was limited since most of them were either poorly controlled
or were performed in loose-skinned animal models. Loose-skinned animals, such as rats, rabbits, dogs and
guinea pigs are less adequate models for human wound healing, since they heal primarily through contraction,
while tight-skinned animals, like pigs or human, heal primarily through epithelialization. We are aware of
only a few studies on the effect of LEPT on wound healing in pigs 28,38,50. Two of them failed to show any
effect of LEPT on wound healing in pig models while a 6.5-fold increase in type I procollagen levels was
observed in the skin of pigs treated with HeNe laser in the third one.
Another series of studies on the acceleration of wound healing by LEPT in Sprague-Dawley (SD) rat
model of normal wound healing were accomplished by Al-Watban et al 51,52,53,54. Acceleration of wound
healing was achieved using HeNe laser with energy densities of 7 to 60 J/cm2, while doses outside this range
were found to be ineffective. Maximum acceleration (by 33% in days to complete healing and by 54% in size
reduction) was achieved at the optimal dose of ~ 25 J/cm2. Argon laser (514 nm) was found to induce an
acceleration of wound healing in SD rats with doses of 7 to 60 J/cm2. HeNe laser was found to be more
effective for wound healing than Argon laser. Doses higher than 130 J/cm2 inhibited wound healing.
Two studies reported beneficial effect of LEPT for compromised wound healing. Statistically significant
difference in the rate of healing of wounds contaminated with Staphylococcus aureus55 was observed in the
LEPT (904 mW, 76.4 mJ/cm2) treated group of SD rats. Yu et al56 used genetically diabetic mice to compare
the effect of bFGF, LEPT (630 nm, 5 J/cm2), and a combination of the growth factor and LEPT. Their results
indicated that all three treatments significantly enhanced wound closure, with LEPT alone or in combination
with topical application of bFGF being most effective. Histological evaluation showed higher leukocyte
infiltration at the initial stage of wound healing, improved wound epithelialization, granulation tissue
formation, and collagen deposition in LEPT group as compared to the control.

3. BACKGROUND FOR THE USE OF LEPT IN REHABILITATION MEDICINE.
CLINICAL RESEARCH
3.1 General Comments On LEPT Dosimetry
3.1.1 Low Energy Lasers (LELs) Showed Promise As A Possible Therapeutic Modality For Acceleration
Of Soft Tissue Healing And Pain Relief. Inconsistency Of Clinical Results.
A large body of in vitro and some animal studies that had been accumulated by 1990 demonstrated a
surprisingly broad spectrum of photo-induced phenomena in mammalian cells and mammals by so-called low
energy lasers (LELs). Many scientists supported the idea that LELs could be used for the acceleration of soft
tissue healing and pain relief. However, most attempts to confirm putative therapeutic effects of LELs in
rigorous controlled clinical trials failed57,58,59,60,61. Brockhaus and Elger did confirm analgesic effect of needle
acupuncture and did not find any analgesia using laser acupuncture. There were a number of negative
controlled and double blind studies on the use of LELs for pain and musculoskeletal pathologies published.
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3.1.2 Is Coherence And Polarization Important For Healing Phenomena? Dosimetry Is Critical.
In 1985, Dr. Salansky embarked upon the most fundamental aspects of light-biotissue interaction in
an attempt to understand the real therapeutic potential of LELs and the reasons of the clinical
failures62,63,64,65,66,67,68. This research was initially supported by NRC of Canada and, later on, by DoD of
Canada.
One of the basic questions was whether or not the coherence and polarization (specific laser features)
was essential for photobiomodulation phenomena? Dr. Salansky discovered that a laser beam quickly loses its
coherency and polarization in the biological tissue, except speckles, because of scattering phenomena and
forwarded a hypothesis that coherence and polarization may not be important for many biomodulating effects
of LEP irradiation. Several scientists presented data supporting this hypothesis, which is generally accepted
today. There were enormous ramifications of this discovery, including the possibility of creating a therapeutic
device based on light emitting diodes (LEDs, not on lasers) that could safely be used by patients for selftreatment.
Unlike plant cells, mammalian cells could exhibit dramatic responses to LEPs only within very
specific narrow ranges of optical parameters. However, the incident optical parameters are very different from
those that are actually “seen” by the skin cells because of photon scattering, absorption, reflection, and
refraction. This could substantially affect in vivo dosimetry of LEPT (sets of optical parameters including
wavelength, three-dimensional light (3D) distribution of photon fluence and fluence rate, modulation
frequency, etc.). Therefore, theoretical analysis of 3D distribution and laser/LED induced temperature changes
within the skin was initiated using several mathematical and computer approaches (diffusion approximation,
Monte Carlo, etc.)69,70. Based on these theoretical calculations and the data from in vitro and in vivo studies we
created the first LEPT clinical protocols for wound and soft tissue healing acceleration for further testing in
animal and clinical studies.
As a result of photon scattering and absorption, a complex 3D distribution within the tissue takes
place. A classical approach to photon distribution modelling in the tissue is based on Monte-Carlo (MC)
algorithm.71,72 However, this approach does not permit to obtain photon distribution for different optical
source parameters in real time. A neural network (NN) approach was developed73,74 which could be used for
fast multi-parametrical solutions. We combined MC modelling with the NN approach for fast 3D photon
distribution observation in the tissue in real time and adjusted the clinical protocols accordingly providing
high efficacy.

3.2 Effects Of LEPT On Healing Of Human Wounds
Mester et al reported the first encouraging results on the use of LEPT for wound healing. As a result
of an uncontrolled clinical trial on the use of HeNe (632 nm) and Argon (488 nm) lasers for wound healing, he
reported 78% of complete healing of recalcitrant ulcers of different etiology4. In a series of case studies and an
uncontrolled clinical trial Schindl et al. demonstrated complete healing of recalcitrant ulcers of several
etiologies (diabetes, arterial insufficiency, radiation damage, and autoimmune vasculitis) with the use of
LEPT 75,76. Dr. Salansky’s group reported complete healing or substantial improvement of 75% of chronic and
bacteria contaminated leg ulcers in uncontrolled clinical trials7,8.
However, numerous attempts to prove efficacy of low energy lasers for wound healing in well
controlled randomised comparative clinical trials have failed77,78,79,80. There are only a few controlled clinical
studies that provide some evidence of beneficial effects of LEPT for wound healing81,82,83. LEPT has been
shown to be beneficial for improving skin circulation at patients with diabetic microangiopathy, diabetic
31 - 8
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ulcers or gangrenes in a randomised double blind controlled study by Dr. Schindl’s group. Another, wellcontrolled study demonstrated that if given prophylactically LEPT could lessen the severity of mucositis
experienced by patients undergoing chemotherapy.
Fig.1 Mean Percentage Of Ulcer Area Open Compared To Baseline
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Jointly with the University of Toronto Dr. Salansky’s group demonstrated statistically significant
superior efficacy of LEPT for chronic venous skin ulcers as compared to placebo in a recent double blind,
small sample study. In this study nine patients with a total of twelve venous ulcers were randomised to either a
LEPT treatment group or to placebo. The patients who were randomised to placebo treatment received
placebo irradiation from an identical appearing light source from the same delivery system. In addition to
LEPT both groups received wound care consisting of regular saline rinse followed by dry gauze dressing. The
LEPT treatment group received therapy with two wavelengths, 660 nm and 880 nm, for 10 weeks. The ulcers
were evaluated in weeks 0, 3, 7 and 10. The clinical parameters used for comparative healing were: change in
ulcer area compared to baseline, percentage of ulcer area that remained unhealed, rate of ulcer healing
(mm²/week). LEPT was found to be significantly more effective than placebo at weeks 3, 7 and 10, when the
efficacy parameters were: change in ulcer area, percentage of ulcer area that remained unhealed. At week 10
(end of the study) patients receiving LEPT had extensive healing of their wounds. Only 24% of their wound
area remained unhealed at 10 weeks compared to 85% in the control (see Fig. 1).
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LEPT was reported in this trial to significantly decrease pain associated with leg ulcers. In most cases
of chronic skin ulcers treated with LEPT in Canada significant pain relief was reported within first 2 weeks of
LEPT. In one case2, 50-year-old male had been suffering from pyoderma gangrenosum ulcer for 10 years. He
experienced excruciating pain and had to take narcotic Darvocet, 1-2 tablets every 4 hours in conjunction with
3-4 Advil every 2 hours in between. After 10 LEPT sessions the patient was free of narcotic. After 4 months
of LEPT 60% of the ulcer healed (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. LEPT Took off the Patient from Narcotic Medication

Prior to the course of LEPT

After 4 months of LEPT

LEPT appears to be effective for chronic skin wounds of different etiology (venous insufficiency,
decubitus, vasculitis, radiation) including diabetic. Below is a picture of an infected diabetic ulcer in a 72year-old male that successfully healed after 25 sessions of LEPT 3(see Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Infected Diabetic Ulcer in a Patient with CVD

Prior to LEPT

2

Courtesy of Scarborough Hospital, General Division (Toronto)

3

Courtesy of Scarborough Hospital, General Division (Toronto)
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3.3 LEPT Is Effective For The Restoration Of Median Nerve Conduction And Resolution Of
Symptoms In Patients With Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (CTS)
Carpal tunnel syndrome is a debilitating painful disease with high prevalence in many industries that
require a lot of manual work. For instance, a staggering seventy-five percent of army dental hygienists
reported having hand problems, and 56% exhibited probable or classic symptoms of CTS in a recent study84.
Jointly with the University of Toronto, we accomplished a prospective, open protocol clinical trial
investigating if abnormal median nerve conduction could get restored in patients with persistent CTS6. This
trial was a new development from our previous clinical study85 that resulted in a complete resolution of
symptoms in 15 (71.4%) patients with CTS after a course of LEPT. Upon completion of a course of LEPT
treatment, most patients experienced substantial pain relief and improvement of their sleep at night (see
Fig.4). In addition, normalization of mean median nerve latency from pre-treatment mean value 4.68msec
(range 4.0-6.0) to 3.99msec (range 3.5-4.3) suggests a healing effect of LEPT on nerve regeneration (see
Fig.4).
Fig. 4. LEPT efficacy for pain relief, sleep restoration, and nerve function recovery in patients
with CTS
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3.4 LEPT Induced Substantial Pain Relief After Extracorporeal Shock Wave Therapy (ESWT)
Procedure
Recently we had an opportunity to test the efficacy of LEPT for “acute-on chronic” pain in 13 cases
of chronic foot pain that was treated by ESWT followed by LEPT in a non-randomised comparative clinical
trial. ESWT is a novel treatment that is hypothesized to convert a chronic pathology to an acute one and, in
addition, to numb nerve endings. This is believed to result in pain reduction. LEPT being applied after ESWT
induced substantial pain reduction (see Fig. 5) as opposed to ESWT used alone or in conjunction with the
other LEPT system Bioflex (Meditech International Inc.)4.

4

Courtesy of ESWT Pain Clinic (Toronto)
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Fig. 5 Pain relief by LEPT combined with ESWT
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3.5 LEPT Is Effective For Chronic Whiplash Associated Disorder. Pilot Placebo Controlled
Randomised Clinical Trial
While many individuals recover from MVA injury with conventional therapies including active
exercise program, others develop chronic pain related to whiplash associated disorder (chronic WAD, >3
months). Recent Cochrane Database review did not reveal any effective therapies or treatment guidelines
available for chronic WAD86. Active exercise program does not appear to work for the individuals with
chronic whiplash. Persistent pain appears to be a stumbling block for their recovery, and, in some cases, their
pain is getting worse after exercises.
In this pilot clinical trial integrated protocols of LEPT (real or placebo) were applied to patients with
neck and back pain that persisted more than 3 months after car accident. In addition, all patients received
conventional therapy (CT, active exercise program and chiropractic care). Treatments were administered
twice a week for 6 weeks (12 treatments total). After the course of treatment substantial statistically
significant improvements in neck and back pain, and neck and back disability indexes were observed in the
real LEPT group (see Fig. 6 -9). There was no improvement in the placebo treated group. Range of motion
improved in both groups, however, it was greater in the LEPT treated group.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of mean back pain VAS prior to and after
the course of treatment (LEPT vs Placebo)
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Fig. 7 Comparison of mean low back disability index prior to
and after the course of treatment (LEPT vs Placebo)
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Fig. 8 Comparison of mean neck pain VAS prior to and after
the course of treatment (LEPT vs Placebo)
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Fig. 9 Comparison of mean neck disability index prior to and
after the course of treatment (LEPT vs Placebo)
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3.6 LEPT Provided Fast Pain Relief Of 56.8% For Chronic Post-Traumatic Sport Injuries
That Did Not Respond To Conventional Therapies
This prospective clinical trial was carried out at the Institute of Sport Medicine & Wellness Centre
(Toronto). 15 patients with chronic post-traumatic pain that was not completely resolved with the use of
conventional therapies including other LEPT system Bioflex (Meditech International Inc.) received 1-4
treatments (2 treatments on average) with customized protocols of LEPT for a particular patient using
LEP2000 system (IMI Inc.). The mean duration of their symptoms was 14.8 months. Significant pain relief by
56.8% was produced by LEPT after 2 treatments on average (see Fig. 10). This pain relief was found to be
statistically significant (p<0.001) as compared to the baseline pain score.

Pain VAS

Fig. 10 Mean VAS pain relief after 1-4 LEPT sessions
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4. LEPT AS A NEW PARADIGM FOR ACUTE TRAUMA MANAGEMENT
4.1 Cell Ischemia (ATP Depletion) As A Central Pathology In Acute Trauma. Cell
Deterioration And Death
A large body of research suggests that impairment of microcirculation and ATP depletion in ischemic
injured tissues plays a key role in the progressive cell injury87. On average, a body cell has ATP resources
(108-109 molecules of ATP per cell) that can support its life for 1-2 minutes without additional ATP synthesis.
Under disruption of microcirculation, cellular ATP synthesis declines and progressive cell injury occurs. Cell
deterioration begins with functional changes in the cell and cell membrane. Membrane transport and
membrane potential declines, Na+ enters and K+ leaves cells, and Na-K ATPase is activated. ATP is depleted,
and mitochondria are stimulated as increased lactate produces acidosis. Cell energy and cAMP levels
decrease, ATPase is depleted, Ca2+ regulation is compromised, and nuclear function and protein synthesis are
depressed. The cell swells, and further membrane changes occur with altered hormonal effects and
mitochondrial uncoupling. Finally lysosomes leak, intracellular and mitochondria disruption occurs, and the
cell is destroyed.

4.2 Early Intervention With Intravenous ATP Was Proven To Be Beneficial For
Ischemia/Reperfusion Injuries
Based on the understanding of ATP depletion as the leading mechanism of cell death after injury, an
intravenous (IV) intervention with a compound of ATP and a vasodilator MgCl2 to prevent
ischemia/reperfusion injury was developed and tested in numerous studies88,89,90. Benefits of the treatment
with ATP-MgCl2 have been achieved on myocardial preservation during cardiac operations, kidney
preservation for transplantation, and as metabolic support for the injured and septic patients. Substantial
reduction or full resolution of I/R injury was achieved with early intervention of compound ATP-MgCl2.
However, in many studies it has been emphasized that the efficacy of this approach strongly depends on the
timing of the IV intervention with ATP-MgCl2. The maximum benefit of the therapy was achieved with
prolonged intravenous infusion of ATP-MgCl2 introduced early prior to reperfusion . In a battlefield
environment it may often happen that IV intervention becomes available too late, after substantial ischemic
tissue damage has occurred.

4.3 Specific Protocols Of LEPT Are Proven To Increase Cellular ATP (In Vitro, In Vivo
Studies)
Many therapeutic phenomena of LEPT in live organisms are believed to be based on the activation of
ATP synthesis in cell mitochondria by LEPs. It is hypothesized that LEPs being absorbed by the primary
photoacceptors in live cells may induce substantial activation of mitochondrial enzymes, components of the
respiratory chain91,92,66. This, in turn, is leading to the activation of ATP synthesis. Additional energy
resources resulting from LEPT are used for cell and soft tissue repair. If ATP synthesis is activated in blood
cells in substantial quantities, it becomes available for all body tissues via systemic circulation in a matter of
minutes. Beneficial phenomena for soft tissue healing that can be induced by LEPT are described below.
Irradiation of low energy (typically 0.01-10Joules/cm2 of skin or cell culture) could induce substantial
enhancement of ATP synthesis and cell metabolism. For example, ATP synthesis was increased by 70% in
liver cell mitochondria after exposure to He-Ne laser of 5J/cm2 density93. Similarly, DNA and RNA synthesis
was increased by 60-100% after exposure to LEPs of energy density 0.01J/cm2 94,66. The result of LEPs-live
cell interaction is almost immediate, although it might have a long-term healing effect even after one LEPT
treatment.
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In this section we would like to present some encouraging data on the activation of ATP synthesis and
other positive phenomena induced by LEPs in different experimental models and some clinical trials.
Authors of95 hypothesized that photo-irradiation with Argon-dye laser (red emission, wavelength 660 nm)
could increase ATP in isolated rat hearts (pre- or post- storage), and, therefore, reduce ischemia and improve
their functional preservation. Both pre and post-storage treatment groups showed significant improvement in
recovery of aortic flow, cardiac output, and work compared to the corresponding control groups. Investigation
using isolated rat cardiomyocytes found that both end-storage ATP and end-reperfusion catalase activity in the
laser-treated group were significantly higher than those in the untreated cells. The authors draw the conclusion
that photo-irradiation improves functional recovery of the cold-stored rat heart possibly via conservation of
ATP and antioxidant enzyme activity.
Dr. Yu and co-authors investigated the effect of photo-irradiation with Argon-dye laser on rat
survival in the experimental model of sepsis96. The cecal ligation and puncture (CLP) rat model was used. 36
Sprague-Dawley rats were divided equally among four groups: control (non-operative), sham operation, CLP
treated with laser irradiation, and CLP without laser irradiation. The peritoneal cavity of each animal in
CLP/laser group was irradiated immediately after CLP using an Argon-dye laser at a wavelength of 630 nm
and at a fluence of 5 J/cm2. Laser irradiation (LI) significantly improved ex-vivo lymphocyte proliferation of
cells from septic rats (179.7 vs. 129.5) and survival in septic rats (79% vs. 42%). LI significantly stimulated
lymphocyte proliferation in the presence of mitogenic stimuli and enhanced lymphocyte ATP synthesis. The
conclusion was drawn that LI may be useful as an adjuvant therapy for sepsis.
Positive phenomena of intravenous laser blood irradiation (IVLBI) were observed in a dog model of
I/R injury97. The effect of low-intensity intravenous laser blood irradiation (IVLBI) on morphofunctional
characteristics of erythrocytes and circulation parameters has been studied experimentally on 22 adult inbred
anesthesized dogs, of both sexes, during a 2-hour hemorrhagic shock, and in the first hours after resuscitation.
It has been established that the use of IVLBI during 45 min of hemorrhage shock stabilizes erythrocyte
membranes and improves myocardial function.
Efficacy of IVLBI with He-Ne laser was investigated as an adjunct therapy in the management of
peritonitis involving 350 patients98. The patients were randomised to two groups:
Group 1: 245 patients were treated with IVLBI as an adjunct therapy to conventional therapies;
Group 2: 105 patients were treated with conventional therapy only.
The conclusion was made after the completion of the study that IVLBI with He-Ne laser was
effective as an adjuvant therapy in the integrative management of peritonitis. Mortality in the laser- treated
group was 2.8% as opposed to 14.2 % in the control group. The percentage of post-surgical complications
(sepsis, purulent wounds, lung and heart failures, thrombophlebitis, etc.) was reduced from 53.3% in the
control group to 21.2% in the laser-treated group. The average stay in the hospital was reduced from 27.4 days
in the control group to 18.5 days in the laser-treated group. In the experimental group of patients faster
resolution of acute inflammation (leucocytosis, neutrophilia, lymphopenia), normalization of body
temperature and blood indexes were noticed as compared to control group.
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4.4 Drs. Salansky’s Integrated Clinical Protocol For Acute Trauma. Hypothesized Therapeutic
Effects.
It is well known that acute trauma can lead to multiple underlying pathologies of the injured tissue,
e.g.:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cell ischemia
Physical distention of the joint capsule or fascial compartments by blood or tissue fluid transudate
Tissue damage followed by activation of kinin and prostaglandin systems
Massive release of pain and proinflammatory mediators
Disturbance in acid-alkaline balance
At later stage extravagated blood or necrotic tissue will initiate non-bacterial inflammation and
secondary release of pain and inflammatory mediators.

Each of these pathologies could contribute to the compound pain and function impairment. After
thorough analysis of basic and clinical studies, and theoretical modelling of LEPT phenomena, we came to the
conclusion that it is not possible to improve all above pathological conditions with a single LEPT approach.
Hypothetically, for each particular soft tissue pathology a specific LEPT set of optical parameters (specific
“therapeutic optical window”) is required. Therefore, in order to increase efficacy of LEPT, we developed a
concept of integrated clinical protocols when several LEPT procedures are applied one after another in
physiologically justified sequence.
We propose to use for pain control immediately (or any time within 2 weeks) after acute trauma an
integrated protocol of LEPT that includes several specific treatment procedures of LEPT applied in sequence
one after another. Each of these specific LEPT procedures for acute trauma was designed to induce one of the
following healing macro-mechanisms in the injured soft tissue that can result in fast cumulative pain relief and
soft tissue condition improvement:
•

Photo-induced release of pain-relieving molecules by local stimulation. Additional non-invasive
stimulation of related acupuncture points (no-needle acupuncture) could enhance analgesic effect.

•

Direct photo-activation of ATP synthesis in the injured tissue. This protocol is believed to reduce
ischemic pain in the injured tissue.

•

Transient photo-induced vasoconstriction in the injured area. This protocol is believed to reduce
edema and, therefore, attenuate pressure pain.

•

Photo-immunomodulation is believed to accelerate removal of cell debris from the injured area,
reduce the duration of inflammatory stage, and reduce concentrations of pain mediators in the injured
tissue: bradykinin, proinflammatory prostaglandins, etc., and, as a result, to attenuate pain related to
inflammation.
Photo-induced relief of abnormal muscle activity (in particular, muscle spasm) that is often
accompanies injury. This is believed to relieve pain that may be induced by muscle spasm.

•

Based on the animal and clinical studies, this integrated clinical LEPT protocol appears to produce
substantial fast pain and swelling relief and wound healing acceleration if applied early enough after acute
trauma. It was also demonstrated in numerous case stories that cumulative pain relief is greater after
application of all above specific procedures one after another as compared to an application of a single
procedure only.
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4.5 LEPT Is Effective For Acute Whiplash Injury And Post-Traumatic Pain In Joints
4.5.1 LEPT Is More Effective And Provides Faster Recovery After Acute Whiplash Injury Than
Conventional Therapies: Controlled, Randomised, Comparative Clinical Trial
This study had an objective to verify if LEPT being applied in addition to conventional therapies
could accelerate patient recovery after acute whiplash injury99. 54 patients after acute whiplash injury were
randomly allotted to the following groups: Group #1 (17 pts) received Chiropractic Manipulative Therapy
(CMP); Group #2 (18 pts) received CMT plus Exercise Therapy (Ex); Group #3 (19 pts) received CMT plus
Ex plus LEPT. Therapy was administered three times per week during 8 weeks. Extensor muscle strength
(EMS) was measured prior to the course and at weeks 2, 4, 6, and 8 of therapy. Uninterrupted sleep (US) at
night was evaluated prior to the study and at week 8 using sleep questioner. Statistical analysis revealed that
EMS recovered faster in LEPT group in comparison with 2 other groups: statistically significant increase in
EMS was observed at week 4 (see Fig.11) as opposed to week 8 in Ex group. There was no statistically
significant increase in EMS in the group treated with CMT until the completion of the trial. There was higher
increase in EMS (by 23%) in LEPT group in comparison with Ex group (by 15%) and CT group (by 9%) after
8 weeks of therapy. In addition, patients in LEPT group slept better as compared to other treatment groups
(see Fig. 12).
Fig. 11 LEPT efficacy for EMS recovery

Fig. 12 LEPT Efficacy for sleep improvement
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4.5.2 LEPT Is More Effective Than Ultrasound And Placebo For Joint Pain Relief: Proof Of Concept
In 2 Double Blind Clinical Trials
Jointly with McMaster University (Hamilton) and a teaching hospital of the University of Toronto
(Scarborough Hospital, General Division) were accomplished 2 double blind studies on the efficacy of LEPT
for pain relief65,100. LEPT (both real and placebo) equipment and clinical protocols for the trials were provided
by IMI Inc.
4.5.2.1 Study 1
This study was prospective, randomised, comparative, and double blind. 75 subjects (41 females and
31 males with mean age of 47.5 years, range, 18-78) suffering from sub-acute (2 weeks – 6 months duration)
or chronic (more than 6 months duration) pain around joints were enrolled in this study in accordance with the
inclusion and exclusion criteria: Group #1 (26 subjects) received LEPT; Group #2 (24 subjects) received
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placebo LEPT; Group #3 (25 subjects) received ultrasound (US). Two treatments of selected in accordance
with the random number treatment modality were administered to the patients on the first and third days of
three consecutive days.
No pain, anti-inflammatory medication or steroid injections were used during the study period. Pain at
rest by 10 cm vertical visual analogue scale (VAS) was taken prior to and 20 minutes after each treatment. In
addition, pain pressure threshold (PPT) using dolorimter was measured at the most tender spot of the affected
area prior to the first treatment. Initial measurements of PPT were included to the study to make assessment of
local baseline soft tissue tenderness in different study groups and investigate if randomisation in the study was
not biased in regards to this local tenderness parameter.
Neither the patients nor the physiotherapist administering the treatment were aware of which
treatment modality (placebo or real LEPT) was used. Outcome measurements were taken by a different
evaluator in a separate room from the treatment area. The evaluator, the biostatistician and the investigators
were completely blinded in regards to the treatment modality used: ultrasound, placebo or real LEPT.
72 subjects completed the study. There were 3 patients who did not come for the second treatment: one patient
dropped out from the placebo group and 2 patients dropped out from the ultrasound group.
Fig. 13 LEPT efficacy for sub-acute and chronic pain relief compared to Placebo and
Ultrasound
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There were no drop-outs from the LEPT group. One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) revealed no
statistically significant differences in mean age, symptom duration, initial pain level rating nor pain pressure
threshold among the Groups. Chi-square analysis revealed no statistically significant difference among the
groups in gender, chronicity, or the relative size of each group. It was no statistically significant difference
between groups in the relative numbers of each joint (ankle, knee, wrist or elbow). The lack of significant
RTO-MP-HFM-109
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differences in the above variables suggests that the methods of randomisation used in the study were effective
and the randomisation was not biased. ANOVA revealed a statistically significant difference in the mean
change in VAS-measured pain level ratings between Groups (F=7.78; df 2.71; p=o.0009). Post-hoc analysis
revealed a statistically significant difference in the mean change in VAS-measured pain level ratings between
real LEPT and placebo LEPT (p=0.005). There was also a statistically significant difference in the mean
change in VAS-measured pain level ratings (PRLs) between the real LEPT and US groups (p=0.002). The
difference in the mean change in VAS-measured PRLs between placebo LEPT and ultrasound was not
statistically significant. Mean VAS-measured pain level ratings declined by 40% (from 4.26 to 2.52) after 2
LEPT treatments in real LEPT group (see Fig. 13). Whereas, these pain measurements indicated, on average,
only a 14% decline (from 3.73 to 3.22) in the placebo LEPT group and only a 10% decline (from 4.48 to 4.02)
in the US group.
4.5.2.2 Study 2
This study had the same design as the previous one. The difference was in the duration of symptoms.
22 patients suffering from acute (6-14 days) or sub-acute (2 weeks – 6 months duration) pain around joints
were randomly allotted to the following treatment groups: Group #1 (7 pts) received LEPT; Group #2 (8 pts)
received placebo LEPT; Group #3 (7 pts) received ultrasound. Statistical analysis confirmed statistically
significant difference in the mean change in VAS-measured pain level ratings (from pre- to post- treatment)
between real LEPT and placebo LEPT (p=0.0044). There was also a statistically significant difference in the
mean change in VAS-measured pain level ratings (PRLs) between the real LEPT and US groups (p=0.019).
Fig. 14 LEPT efficacy for acute and sub-acute pain relief compared to Placebo and
Ultrasound
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Mean VAS-measured pain level ratings declined by 53.5% (from 4.46 to 2.07) after 2 LEPT
treatments in real LEPT group (see Fig.14). Whereas, these pain measurements indicated, on average, a 20%
decline (from 3.59 to 2.87) in the placebo LEPT group and a 31.6 decline (from 3.70 to 2.53) in the US group.
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4.6 LEPT Assisted To Wound Healing Acceleration In A Partial Thickness Pig Wound Model
In a collaborative effort with the University of Miami a placebo controlled pilot study on LEPT in
partial thickness wounds in a pig model101 was accomplished. The pig model was chosen for our experiment
because the skin of pigs is the closest animal model available to that of humans.102 All previous published
attempts to find acceleration of wound healing in pig models by LEPT have failed.
One animal was treated with LEPT and the other one served as the control. Wounds were induced on
each animal and divided in four groups. A total of 280 wounds were assessed. LEP 2000 (IMI Inc., Toronto)
system for LEPT was used in this study. Beginning on Day 4 and each day thereafter Epidermal Migration
Assessment was performed to five wounds of each treatment group. Epidermal Migration Assessment is a
method for assessing epidermal wound healing.103,104,105,106,107 In addition, studies to measure the immune
response of the experimental pig to LEPT were also performed.
As one can see in Fig. 15, the greatest rate of healing was observed in the experimental pig in the
group that received LEPT prior to and after wounding. This group displayed an increase of 32% in the rate of
wound healing observed when compared with control animal. To date, the most effective treatment for this
type of wounds is occlusive dressings. The effect of LEPT that we obtained for wound healing in pig is
comparable to that induced by the occlusive dressings and various growth factors using this model 98. An
acceleration of 27% was observed in the rate of wound healing for both groups of wounds treated with only
red low energy photons and the group treated with the combination of red and infrared low energy photons.
The rate of wound healing was accelerated by 16% in air-exposed wounds of the experimental animal, in
comparison to the control animal. These results suggest that LEPT accelerates wound healing locally and may
have some systematic effects. Moreover, the concept of inducing acceleration of wound healing by pretreatment with LEPT could be very appealing. It is obvious its potential relevance to clinical applications in
which patients are scheduled for elective surgery, as reduction of complications and acceleration of post
surgical recovery are of great importance.
Fig. 15 Percentage of Wounds Healed
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4.7 Systemic Immunomodulation Phenomena Induced By LEPT
We accomplished several pilot studies aimed to investigate if red LEPT (non-coherent
monochromatic light of 660 nm wavelength) could induce alterations in systemic blood indexes and nonspecific immune system of animals (rabbits, rats, pigs) and healthy human volunteers 65,68,101. Phagocytic
leukocyte oxygenation activity (PLOA) and differential blood count were chosen as initial markers of
systemic body response to LEPs exposure. Numerous studies suggest that PLOA is very sensitive to changes
in the organism, its activity, or environment108,109, in particular, to wounding, trauma, inflammation,
pathological stress, air pollution, etc. The changes in PLOA in response to LEPT are almost immediate what
allows utilizing this measurement as a feedback for a body response to LEPT68.
PLOA has been studied using luminol-amplified chemilumimescence measurements in highly (1:400
or 1:800) diluted whole blood stimulated by opsonized zymozan.68,110,111 Research suggests that release of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) by challenged neutrophils contribute more than 90% of whole blood
chemiluminescence (WBCL) under these experimental conditions 112. The advantage of measuring PLOA in
whole blood is that it could be measured immediately in intact cells avoiding a procedure of isolating
neutrophils that could induce alterations in their PLOA. WBCL is proportional to the concentration of active
phagocytes in blood and their individual activity. Normalized oxygenation activity per neutrophil has been
calculated dividing WBCL value by neutrophil concentration N (WBCL/N).
For the immune studies in our above pig wound model blood was drawn from an ear vein and
measurements made prior to and after each LEPT irradiation. Wounding in the control animal resulted in the
moderate (18%) activation of neutrophils after wounding, with rapid return (<24 hours) to near baseline
activity. This would be expected in an animal with an acute injury and no further trauma or infection.
Interestingly though, the LEPT treated animal experienced a slight increase in total WBCL (by 6.2%) and a
substantial activation (by 67%) of reactive oxygen species release per neutrophil (WBCL/N) after pretreatment with LEPT. The neutrophils remained activated for several days thereafter although wounding did
not increase the level of activation any further. The results of the differential count of neutrophils and
lymphocytes indicated that at the control animal there was neutrophilia and lymphopenia (70% neutrophils,
24% lymphocytes), which persisted after day 4, in response to the wounding. At the same time, there was no
neutrophilia or lymphopenia in the LEPT treated animal (see Fig. 16).
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Fig. 16 Percentage of Neutrophils, Lymphocytes
1 - before LEPT, 2 - after LEPT
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Our experiment suggests that local exposure of porcine skin to LEPT with the given optical
parameters could induce systemic immunomodulation phenomena, in particular, an activation of individual
PLOA per neutrophil. The findings support the hypothesis that LEPT induces not only wound
reepithelialization but also activation of non-specific immune responses during the early stages of wound
healing and faster resolution of the inflammatory stage.

4.8 LEPT For Acute Trauma. Case Reports.
4.8.1 LEPT Was Administered Within 3 Hours After Injury
4.8.1.1 Case 15. Immediate resolution of symptoms and function restoration with LEPT after punch injury
Ms. N.D., 26 y.o.
Wrist injury sustained in kick-boxing from a punch. VAS 7-8/10. ½ ROM available into both flexion and
extension. Unable to weight-bear on hands (e.g., push-up). Within 3 hours, LEPT (protocol for acute trauma)
was used, 4-6 minute treatment in total. Immediately post-treatment, there was no pain (0/10), full, pain-free
range of motion, and no pain with weight bearing. No further treatment was used, no pain returned. Sport was
returned to as normal.

5

Courtesy of Honsberger Physiotherapy Clinics (Toronto)
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4.8.1.2 Case 26 Immediate relief of pain and swelling reduction following LEPT for hand injury
This 47-year-old male presented to the hospital with an acute hand crush injury within 3 hours after the injury.
LEPT (acute trauma protocol) was administered to the hand during 20 minutes; no ice was applied. The
patient did not change his hand position. The pictures (Fig.17) were taken prior to and immediately after
LEPT. Swelling and pain substantially reduced.
Fig. 17 Fast resolution of pain and swelling after LEPT

Prior to LEPT

Immediately after 20 min of LEPT

4.8.2 LEPT Was Administered Within 24 Hours After Injury
4.8.2.1 Case 1.Fast resolution of symptoms and function recovery after acute Grade II ankle sprain
This 18-year-old female, competitive volleyball player received first LEPT treatment 24 hours after a
Grade II lateral ankle sprain. Immediately after the first LEPT session the pain reduced by 45% and weight
bearing substantially improved followed by a substantial swelling reduction 3 hours later. After second LEPT
session pain became minimal and stayed at this level since ever (see Fig. 18). In 72 hours she resumed training
(like stationary cycling), 9 days after the injury she played in a volleyball tournament with an assistance of
ankle support. A follow-up diagnostic ultrasound confirmed complete healing of the tendon. At 6-months
follow-up there was no complaints on the ankle and she was able to play beach volleyball. In a testimonial
Ms. C.N. stated that similar previous injuries to her ankles kept her away from sports for at least for 5 weeks.

6

Courtesy of the Scarborough Hospital, General Division (Toronto)
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Fig. 18 Fast resolution of symptoms after Grade 2 ankle sprain
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4.8.2.2 Case 2. Fast resolution of symptoms after toe fracture with LEPT. No complaints for 2 years.
Testimonial
September 14, 2001
B. K., B.A.Sc., CA
To whom it may concern
I would like to bear witness to the beneficial effects that Low Energy Photon Therapy (LEPT) had for
me for the trauma I experienced last year. Last fall I fractured my toe. I was in severe pain and had great
difficulty walking. There was substantial bruising and swelling in the trauma area. My family doctor identified
toe fracture. Next day after the injury (on Friday) I received treatment with Low Energy Photon Therapy at the
Pain and Injury Clinic (Toronto) using LEP2000 device. After the first treatment I experienced a substantial
immediate pain relief that lasted about 2 hours. Then pain stabilized at the lower level as compared to the pretreatment condition. Next 2 days (it was weekend) I was treating myself with the portable home device for
LEPT in accordance with the instructions given to me at the Clinic. On Monday I received second LEPT
treatment at the Clinic. Again, I experienced substantial immediate pain relief. After this treatment my pain
stayed at low level and I was able to conduct most of my regular activities without any substantial discomfort.
In 10 days after the injury my pain was gone. Since that time I did not experience any pain or discomfort in
the injured area.
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4.8.2.3 Case 37. Professional cricket player was able to continue his participation in the International Cricket
Cup(ICC) after Grade 2 muscle strain with LEPT treatments
Mr. L. was seen at the on-site clinic covering ICC. He presented with a one-day history of a calf
strain. The pain by verbal analogue scale (VAS) was rated at 8/10. Mr. L. demonstrated a limp during gait,
had marked tenderness through the right lower leg muscles. The overall assessment indicated a grade 2 muscle
strain of the lower leg muscles. His initial treatment included Low Energy Photonic Therapy (LEPT),
myofascial release, education in proper stretches and icing protocols, and complete rest from training and
competition. The next day Mr. L. was again seen in the clinic. He reported his pain level to be 6/10. His
physiotherapy included LEPT and myofascial release. He was to take one more day off, but had a probable
return to play next day. Mr. L. was seen the day after playing. Even though playing a full cricket match (7-8
hours), his pain level still dropped. His gait pattern was much improved. Treatment was as above. Mr. L. was
seen successfully over the next 3 days. The level of pain continued to drop and he continued to play with full
participation.
4.8.2.4 Case 4.Fast resolution of symptoms with early LEPT intervention after double (nose and rib)
fractures. No complaints at 20 months follow-up
This 79-year old lady sustained double fracture (nose and rib) from the fall in her bathroom. First
LEPT session was administered within first 24 hours after the injury. The nose was pain-free after 2 LEPT
sessions, the rib was pain-free after 4 LEPT sessions (see Fig. 19).
Fig. 19 LEPT for the treatment of double fracture

40 hours after injury, 24 hours after 1st LEPT
session

7

12 days after injury, the nose was pain-free after 2
LEPT sessions; the ribs were pain-free after 4
LEPT sessions

Courtesy of Honsberger Physiotherapy Clinics, Toronto
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4.8.3 LEPT Was Administered Within 96 Hours After Injury
4.8.3.1 Case 1. Fast healing of 2-3-degree burn using portable LEP2000 device for LEPT
This 56-year-old female presented with 2-d-to-3d degree domestic burn that she sustained 4 days prior
to the first LEPT session. She complained excruciating pain (8 on a 0-10 verbal analogue scale) and drainage
from the wound. She started treating herself with the portable LEP2000 device (IMI Inc., Toronto), twice a
day. After several LEPT sessions pain substantially reduced (to 2 on a 0-10 VAS) and drainage stopped. 6
days after 1st LEPT treatment the wound was 60% epithelialized and 40% covered by a crust. 7 days after 1st
LEPT sessions the crust was off. In 10 days (20 LEPT sessions) the burn completely healed (see Fig. 20).
Usually healing of such burn may take 3-4 weeks.
Fig. 20 2-3-fold acceleration of burn healing with LEPT

Day 1. Prior to LEPT

Day 10. After 20 LEPT sessions

4.83.2 Fast resolution of bruising with LEPT
This 71-old female sustained severe head injury from a fall. She has been suffering insulin-dependent
diabetes type II. She presented with severe bruises around her eyes and on the face, especially on the right
side. She complained a moderate pain in the injured area. LEPT was focused on the forehead and the eyelids
as the areas of main concern. After 2 LEPT daily sessions, bruising was substantially reduced and pain was
gone. In 6 days after 4 LEPT sessions bruises around her eyes and on the forehead disappeared (see Fig. 21.
Make a note that the bruise on the non-treated chick area was not resolved. Usually resolution of such bruises
in elderly patients may take over 2 weeks. Follow-up 1 year after the injury she did not have any complaints
related to the injury.
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Fig. 21 Fast resolution of bruising with LEPT

Day 1. Prior to LEPT

Day 6. After 4 LEPT sessions

4.9 Comparative Analysis Of The Rate Of Symptom Relief And Function Recovery After
Acute Ankle Sprain (Grade II) Using LEPT Versus Conventional Therapies (CT)
Current passive treatments for acute ankle sprain could not be considered as satisfactory. A recent 618-months follow-up (after medical evaluation) survey revealed that 72.6% of patients who had suffered an
acute ankle sprain reported some unresolved residual symptoms. Of these, 40.4% reported at least one
moderate to severe symptom113.
The following table represents comparative analysis of the rates of recovery using LEPT (early
administration within 72 hours) and conventional therapies. This analysis is based on case reports on LEPT
use and existing literature data on CT.
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Table 1 Comparative Analysis Of The Rate Of Symptom Relief And Function Recovery After Acute
Ankle Sprain (Grade II) Using LEPT Versus CT

Therapy
Low Energy Photonic Therapy

Conventional Therapy114,115

1. Walking VAS pain reduced by (3060)% immediately after 1-st LEPT
session as compared to baseline.

Patients suffer significant pain
for at least 1 week after the
injury. This pain gradually
subsides during the second
week after the injury with a
residual pain that may last over
2 weeks.

Symptoms

Pain

2. Walking VAS pain reduced further by
(50-100)% immediately after 2-d LEPT
session as compared to baseline.
3. After 2-3 daily LEPT sessions walking
pain is minimal or non-existent
1. Swelling is visibly reduced in 1-3 hours
after 1-st LEPT session. Next day
swelling is much less compared to
baseline.

Swelling
Inflammation

Weight bearing

2. After 2-3 daily LEPT sessions swelling
is minimal and restricted mostly to the
area surrounding tendon tear or sprain as
assessed by a diagnostic ultrasound
1. Weight bearing with reduced pain
restored immediately after 1st LEPT
session.
2. Weight bearing with low pain level (03 out of 10 by VAS) is possible after 2
LEPT sessions.

Swelling and inflammation is
substantial for at least one
week after the injury followed
by a gradual decline during
second week.

Weight bearing is
accompanied by substantial
pain for at least one week after
the injury followed by a
gradual improvement at weeks
2-3.

3. After 2-3 daily LEPT sessions pain-free
or minimal pain weight bearing is
restored.

4.10 Summary Of Case Reports.
If LEPT (Drs. Salansky’s protocols) was administered within 3-hour window after trauma, in most
cases of Grade 1 sprain/strain immediate complete resolution of symptoms and function recovery was
observed, as the injury has never happened.
In most cases of Grade 2 injuries (ISS<9) LEPT resulted in fast (within 1-3 days) significant
improvement of symptoms and function recovery. Tendon healing as it was assessed by diagnostic ultrasound
took longer.
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In a small percentage of cases, individuals overused the injured area that was treated with LEPT as
they did not have restrictions related to pain and swelling. This was followed by a short exacerbation of pain
and restriction of function. After additional LEPT sessions the cases were resolved. Further research is needed
to identify the range of functional activity appropriate after fast resolution of symptoms with LEPT.
In several cases of bilateral injury only the worst side was treated by LEPT. In a short-term pain was
resolved bilaterally. However, at a follow-up (3-6 months) the untreated areas had pain while treated with
LEPT areas continued to be pain-free. This may be suggestive that early intervention with LEPT may reduce
chronicity development. Further research on prevention of chronicity development with LEPT is indicated.

5. SUMMARY
1. This paper describes basic concepts and advantages of new LEP therapy for pain and wound management
after acute trauma.
This therapy is non-invasive, easy to use and could be applied immediately after trauma. The therapy
provides significant pain relief even after a few minutes of treatment and has no side effects.
This therapy is available at institutional environment (office unit) and at the battlefield (with a portable
field unit), weight less than half-pound.
2. Background data (basic research in-vivo and in-vitro, as well as clinical results) are presented to elucidate
physiological mechanisms involved in the therapy and substantiate clinical applications of LEPT. The
photo-induced healing mechanisms represent justification for LEP therapy.
3. The concept of “therapeutic optical windows” is presented and 3D dosimetry considerations provide a
scientific basis for the technology development and explain high efficacy achieved in the clinical trials
and case reports with the use of LEP2000 Therapeutic System (IMI Inc.).
4. LEP therapy (LEP2000) has been tested for treatment of different cites of traumatic injuries (neck, ankle,
wrist, etc.) exhibiting consistent positive results for both short term (immediate symptom relief) and
cumulative healing effects after a course of therapy.
5. Comparative data with conventional therapies are presented that suggest that LEPT using LEP2000
Therapeutic System is more effective than conventional therapies.
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